Monday: Revelation 13:1-18. Consider: The vivid imagery of Revelation has caused
many to speculate about the 2 beasts and the number 666. One thing is clear from
verse 8. Those who are saved worship the Lamb instead of the beast and will not be
led astray by such things.
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singing a new song before his throne (v3). Our destiny is intimately bound up with His.
Where He is, we will one day be.
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Wednesday: Revelation 19:11 - 20:10. Worship: Jesus is pictured as the rider on the
white horse, who both brings salvation and exercises judgement. Find a phrase that
describes Jesus in 19:11-16 and use it as your response in worship and praise today.
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earth, for the old earth will be destroyed, and heaven will descend to earth. But
alongside Heaven’s joy is the picture of Hell as “a lake of burning sulphur”. Pray for
your non-Christian friends that they will not have to face the “second death”.
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Friday: Revelation 22:1-21. The final Chapter: Revelation and the New Testament
close with a picture of heaven. Despite its symbolism, it is quite clear in presenting
truth. What strikes you today from this passage? How will you apply it? Thank God for
this revelation of His truth!
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